Creating the Global Village
Who is travelling to their work almost every day?

Who would love it, if this trip would be less time consuming?
Mars Geuze
CTO Hardt
Imagine
• Faster than airplanes
• Cheaper than trains
• Zero emissions
Amsterdam - Paris time comparison

- **Hyperloop**: 59min
- **Plane**: 3h 10min
- **Train**: 3h 44min
- **Car**: 5h 23min
SPACEX HYPERLOOP POD COMPETITION

SpaceX.com/Hyperloop
Results: lift bogies height proving levitation up to 1 cm.
NOW
2019

- Test
- Prove
- Certify
- Showcase
Infrastructure lay-out
Vehicle dynamics modelling
Control system implementation
Certification
• Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC)
• Cooling
• Lighting
• Airlocks
• Life-support
Certification
Regions where distance just doesn’t matter

Freedom to live and work, wherever you want

Go anywhere, anytime